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THE PROJECT
Imagine diving right into a picture – what would you  
see, what would you hear, feel, smell? What lies beyond 
the frame? What might happen next? And how would 
all of this inspire you and your class to imagine, create, 
draw, write?

Putting You in the Picture is an Arts Council funded 
poetry and visual art project from poet John Hegley. It 
is designed to inspire and support 9–11 year olds to 
explore imagined stories behind works of art, leading to 
the creation of new poems and drawings. (See more in 
About the project below)

AIMS
These teaching resources focus on using poetry, stories 
and artworks to produce creative engagements with 
gallery visits and visual art more generally. They use a 
selection of paintings as inspiration and starting points 
for creative work, and include school based alternatives, 
online resources and a range of follow-up activities.

These materials offer ideas, tips, examples and exercises 
that we hope will inspire and support your own projects. 
They include examples from four galleries and schools 
who worked with John Hegley and other poets on the 
Putting You in the Picture project.

Gallery
 • Preparation for a visit to a local art gallery or

museum (and/or exposure to images of selected
artworks in school)

 • Choosing artworks to focus on, finding the
imaginative development potential

 • Getting the most out of a gallery visit – working with
gallery educators (where available), respecting the
exhibits, tips on observing a painting in detail

 • Activities – some ideas for drawing, writing and
performing in the gallery

 • School-based ‘gallery’ experience – using gallery-
based activities in a school (or other) setting,
including creating your own version of an art gallery

School
 • Working with a poet or writer (if feasible)

 • Warm-up activities

 • Starting writing – preparatory work, visual and
literacy prompts

 • Drafting and editing – how to refine your poems

 • Rhyming poems – how to find and work with rhymes

 • Performance – sharing your work and performing

Resources
 • Support and development resources – these include

links to material from galleries and museums,
example artworks, study and activity guides; links to
literacy and poetry information and organisations;
and specific artworks used in both gallery and
classroom project activities.

The Project
 • About the project

 • Thanks and feedback request

PUTTING YOU 
IN THE PICTURE

Exploring poetry and 
visual art with upper 
Key Stage 2
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PUTTING YOU IN THE PICTURE
Exploring poetry and visual art with upper Key Stage 2

Things to consider
 • Contact your local art gallery, or museum – most

have an education contact or team; some offer tours
or workshops led by gallery educators, or resources
for self-guided tours. They will be happy to discuss
a possible visit with you. (They may also be able to
provide a template Risk Assessment for you to adapt,
to save you creating your own.)

 • If you choose gallery educators to lead your visit, they
should be able to provide you with all of the practical
information you need, but don’t be afraid to ask.

 • If you are managing the gallery session yourself, it
can be useful to make a visit beforehand, to choose
the artworks you’d like to focus on and to walk
through how the visit will work.

 • If your local gallery doesn’t have information on a
self-guided tour, a number of larger public galleries
and museums have excellent schools material on
their websites, much of which is transferable to
the artworks available more locally. For example:
The National Gallery, Primary Teachers’ Notes bit.
ly/38a45K4; see also the Resources section below.

 • It may sound obvious, but check with the museum
that your choices will still be on display on your visit
date. It is often easier and more practical to focus on
the permanent collection. This is also likely to ensure
your chosen artworks will still be there if and when
any children re-visit the artworks with their families –
something to be encouraged!

 • Aim to leave before the children get too tired
(some galleries have facilities for school children
to take a snack or meal break; however these will
need booking).

What to take, what 
to expect
 • Some galleries supply materials, but most don’t

and some have restrictions – it’s always best to ask.
Consider taking pencils, crayons, graphite sticks;
some galleries prefer you not to use ink or felt pens.

 • Children are usually happy to work on the floor, but
you may want to take clipboards or workbooks to
lean on.

 • Consider taking some large flipchart sheets to capture
the vocabulary and phrases the children come up
with in response to the artworks; these can be pinned
up or transferred to a whiteboard back at school.

 • If the session will be led by a member of the gallery
staff, a notebook is useful to jot down key points and
activities (some staff may be willing to share their
visit/lesson plan on request).

 • Brief the children to be considerate of other
visitors – move quietly, don’t run. Let them know that
artworks need to be treated with care and respect
and must not be touched; roped off areas must also
be respected.

Some galleries advise indicating an 
artwork detail with a flat hand, not 
a pointing finger – in case of falls 
or stumbles; this also reduces the 
temptation to touch.

PREPARATION 
When planning a visit to a local art gallery, it’s often 
best to limit your trip and focus mainly on two or three 
artworks, although you may want to include time for a 
briefer look at some of the other exhibits. This allows the 
class time to really explore the artworks in detail, using 
some of the questions and activities suggested below. It 
also helps ensure a richer range of creative responses 
and follow-up work back in the classroom. 

TOP TIP

GALLERY

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/learning/teachers-and-schools/teachers-notes
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/learning/teachers-and-schools/teachers-notes
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Exploring poetry and visual art with upper Key Stage 2

PREPARATION 
Selecting which artworks to focus on can be an exciting 
– and daunting – part of planning a trip; however there
can be inspiration in any artwork.

See the Resources section below for the pictures chosen 
by the five poets for this project, all of which inspired an 
impressive range of creative activities and writing. 

Things to consider
 • Which artworks will give the most inspiration? Look

for images that interest, intrigue and inspire you;
perhaps something quirky and unusual. These will
get you and the children motivated, thinking and
having ideas. Interesting subjects, compositions,
energy, colour and texture all help. These resources
concentrate on paintings, but 3-D works such as
sculptures, textiles and installations could also be
considered.

 • Some particularly aged and unrestored paintings may
be faded or compromised by old varnish, so might be
less appealing to children.

 • You may want to focus on a particular theme or genre
eg. portraits, sea and landscapes, myths and legends
– or a mixture of works.

 • See what catches your eye, although also look at the
backgrounds and small details, things in the distance,
weather, lighting; subsidiary scenes; secondary and
minor characters; personal items such as  furniture,
possessions, clothing, jewellery, weapons, pets etc.

 • What is the historical (or issue-based) context?
Could this offer a cross-curricular opportunity? Local
museums and galleries may have a focus on local
landscapes, crafts and industry etc, which could be
something to consider including too.

 • What story does the picture tell? Could there be other
interpretations?

‘Making up an alternative story
[for a painting] is good for
writing...’

Gallery Educator, Bristol

 • Some paintings are fairly (or very) abstract so can
offer more open possibilities for interpretation – what
might children read into them? What moods might
they convey?

 • Consider the size and location of the artworks. Small
paintings may be difficult to view with more than a
very small group. Artworks in cramped corners or
awkward thoroughfares may also be a problem for
other visitors to the gallery or museum.

 • Is there a weblink to the image (or can the gallery
send you a file)? If not, can you take a photo, so you
can display the image again at school? This will help
you to revisit the picture back in the classroom.

CHOOSING ARTWORKS 
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TOP TIP

TOP TIP

‘I liked looking at the 
paintings.’ 

Y5 child, Luton

‘Many words can come out of 
a picture.’ 

Y6 child, Bradford

‘For paintings there is no 
right or wrong.’ 

Y5 child, Bristol

Be sensitive to nudity in some paintings 
and sculptures, particularly those with 
‘classical’ subjects – some children 
may feel embarrassed (plan your route 
through the gallery!)

You may like to introduce the children 
to some or all of your chosen artworks 
before they make a gallery visit – see 
the School-based gallery experience 
and Introducing featured artworks 
sections below.
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Once you are in the gallery, the exploratory questions 
suggested below can help a class focus their attention 
and look in detail at an artwork. They can be applied to 
most styles, periods, genres or artists. 

There are also some suggested activities which can help 
the children form a deeper engagement with an artwork. 
 

Warm up for viewing
National Gallery Educator’s advice for school visits:

Like warming up for exercise, it’s good to warm up for 
viewing and observing:

 • wriggle and roll shoulders

 • do three big eye blinks

 • look as far up and then down as possible

 • look as far left and then right as possible

 • end with three more big eye blinks 

OBSERVING ARTWORKS
Scanning the artwork
In order to see the detail of an artwork it may be helpful 
(depending on the size of the group and the location 
of the work) to organise the children to take it in turns 
to stand in front of the artwork in threes and fours and 
scan it thoroughly (from top to bottom, and side to side) 
before standing or sitting down as a larger group. 

The scanning process could be repeated once they 
have discussed an artwork and been alerted to some of 
the finer detail and aspects they may not initially have 
considered or noticed.

Focusing on smaller sections
Make a cardboard ‘telescope’ (or cut or tear a small hole 
in a sheet of card or paper) and draw what you can see 
through it (stand quite close to the picture, but respect 
gallery boundaries). Suggest smaller groups focus on 
different areas of the artwork.

Key Aspects
Another approach to paintings is to focus on key 
aspects; these could include some or all of the following:

 • Look for lines in a painting, let your eyes follow them, 
and see where they take you (eg. a path, roofline, 
sea, horizon, heads in a crowd, a table top). 

 • Let your gaze circle the painting, starting at 12 
o’clock. What do you see at each hour of the clock?

 • Scan for perspective: what’s in the foreground, 
middle ground, distance?  

 • What is the range of colours? Is there a predominant 
one? Is it cold or warm? Encourage the children to 
develop their vocabulary beyond the basic – greens 
can be light, dark, rich, emerald, grass, sea etc; what 
paint colours do you need to mix to get green? Is this 
green more yellowy or blue-ish?

 • Build on this with a consideration of light and dark 
areas. What is brightly lit, and what is in shadow? 
Start with the large-scale, and move to look at smaller 
areas and finer detail.

If possible, capture some of the children’s responses 
to various aspects of the artworks you view, and their 
vocabulary, to use back in the classroom. (If the gallery 
gives permission you may like to record some of the 
comments, as well as or instead of jotting them down.)

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF A 
GALLERY VISIT

Invite a child to cover their eyes with a 
blindfold, and let the rest of the group 
describe as much of the picture as 
possible; ask the child to compare what 
they heard and imagined, with what 
they see when the blindfold is removed.

TOP TIP
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GENERAL QUESTIONS
 • Key universal questions to ask about any picture: 

what, who, where, when, why, by whom, how?

 •  What strikes the children first about the artwork? 
What are the first words that come to mind? (Jot them 
down.) Why? 

 •  Look at individual details, come up with adjectives 
(use all the senses). Is movement portrayed? How? 
What are any buildings used for, or who lives in 
them? If people are featured, who seems to be the 
most important? Why?

 • What else can you see? Look for secondary 
characters; animals; landscape and/or buildings 
(town or country?); interesting small details, including 
incomplete ones. Consider colour, shape, light or 
dark, size, position; weather, seasons, time of day; 
transport, equipment, possessions.

 •  When do you think this artwork was made? Why? 
What are the clues? Check aspects such as style – 
does it seem old or modern? Also clothing, buildings, 
transport, possessions, artefacts etc.

 •  After a few minutes of guided observation, what are 
some of the words and phrases that now come to the 
children’s minds when looking at this artwork? Add to 
the original list and compare. 

Points of view
 •  Imagine walking – or flying like a bird – around the 

painting. Go through the arch or over the bridge, 
climb the tower or hill, go in the cave, sit at the table, 
walk by the river, open the front door etc. 

 •  Where would you most like to be and why? What 
could you see from there? What might people, 
animals or other elements of the picture (including 
inanimate objects and items such as hills or trees) 
see? What might be beyond the frame? 

Senses
 •  Use your other senses. What can you hear, feel, 

smell, taste?

 •  Close your eyes and imagine exploring one part 
of the picture – use your senses again. Add some 
adjectives.

        

QUESTIONS

Consider covering or standing in 
front of any information labels, 
if practical, so the children can 
make their own interpretation of 
the image first.

TOP TIP
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Empathy
 •  If there are people (and/or animals) in the picture

what might they be thinking or saying? What are they
doing?

 •  What are their moods, and why do you think that?
Consider expressions, poses, clothing etc.

An adjectives list for ‘Avenue at Chantilly’, by Cezanne, 
bit.ly/2OAyj10 and feelings list for ‘The Enchanted 
Castle’ by Claude Lorrain, bit.ly/2UyrOiT (Gathered by 
Gallery Educators at The National Gallery, London)

Time
 •  What might have happened just before the moment

portrayed in the picture? What do you think will
happen next? What could change and how might the
picture look if you could come back an hour later?
What might change/stay the same in a year?

SOME QUESTIONS FOR 
SPECIFIC GENRES
Portraits
 •  What sort of person is this? How old are they? How

has the artist captured their character and identity? (Is
it just a face, or the whole body?)

 •  Were they rich or poor (and how can we tell)? When
might they have lived, what was going on at that
time?

 •  What can you say about their clothes (style, fabric,
colour), hair/wig/hat, any jewellery?

 •  Are there any interesting possessions or artefacts –
why are they there, what might they symbolise?

 •  What can we tell by the way they are standing
or sitting etc, the position of their hands, their
expression?

 •  What might they be thinking?

 •  How does the picture compare with a modern photo
or a selfie?

 •  If you (or someone else) painted your own portrait,
what would you want people to know about you?

 • What objects or symbols might you like to have
included to tell people about your identity, personality
and interests and how would they be represented?

Try the ‘hot seat’ approach – ask 
some of the children to take on the 
roles of key characters or objects in 
the painting, with the rest of the group 
asking them questions in order to get  
to know them better.

TOP TIP

LONELY

EXCLUDED

ISOLATED

ANXIOUS

THINKING

APPREHENSIVE

BORED

QUEST  - EXCITED

- ENERGETIC

- WORRIED

SMOOTH SUN

HOT SAND

POWDERY

UNEVEN

ROCKY

ROUGH

DUSTY

HARD

BUMPY

JAGGED

SMOOTH

SILKY

SPLINTERY

HEAVY

SHARP

Ask the children to mimic the 
subject’s position and expression – 
how do they feel now?

TOP TIP

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/paul-cezanne-avenue-at-chantilly
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/claude-the-enchanted-castle
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Myths and Legends

Myth: A story that has evolved to explain ancient history 
or natural phenomena, often including supernatural 
characters and elements.

Legend: A story often about a particular person (or place) 
which claims to be based on historical fact, though it may 
also have acquired a number of mythical details. 
 

 •  What’s the story being told in this artwork? How has 
the artist conveyed and contained a whole dramatic 
scene and atmosphere within a single frame? Look for 
visual clues – little details as well as main characters; 
what are the characters wearing?

 •  Is there movement, danger? What might the 
characters (and animals, or monsters) be thinking, 
what is their mood? What might happen next? 

 •  Where is it set – how much is imaginary? Is any of 
it real? What is the weather doing – might that be 
symbolic?

 •  If you had to make a sound-track to go with this 
picture what would you include? What music would 
go well with it?

Definition of a myth by poet John Hegley

‘A myth is a made up story with fictional characters 
(sometimes, Greek gods are involved) who often make 
mistakes for which they suffer. Their errors hopefully help 
us not to make the same mistakes ourselves.’

Definition of a myth by poet Francesca Beard 

‘Myths are different from facts which are truthful and 
scientific. A myth is a story to help humans understand 
their hearts and feelings. It lives on in the people who 
tell it – so it lives only as long as it lives in the heart of 
the storyteller. You could compare it to a tiny flame. If it 
doesn’t mean anything to people, then the flame goes 
out. So a myth isn’t carried on if people don’t care, it 
only survives if it means something. At school you have 
to get lots right or wrong; but for people, you need to 
ask what’s true for you in your heart’

From a workshop session at Thomas Buxton Primary 
School, London

If children are unfamiliar with the 
myth or legend portrayed let the them 
come up with their own guesses and 
interpretations before telling them the 
original story. If it’s one they all know, 
ask them to retell the story to each 
other, in pairs.

TOP TIP
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Landscapes
 •  Is this a real place? Where might it be? What’s the 

weather and time of day – how can we tell?

 •  Are there any buildings? Or people, and/or animals 
– what are they doing?  What trees and plants can 
we see? 

 •  Can you see everything clearly? If not, which parts 
are in focus, and which parts are not, and why? 
Consider distance, perspective, weather; what was 
important at the time. 

 •  How does this landscape compare with what you see 
through a gallery window, your classroom window, 
or a window at home? 

Domestic scenes
 •  Where are we? What’s happening here? What is the 

artist most interested in? 

 •  Do we do, or have, similar things today? Would you 
be comfortable there? Why/why not? 

 •  What might the people be saying or thinking? 

 •  What might we hear, smell, taste, feel if we were 
there? 

 •  What are the colours and textures?

 •  What’s your favourite thing to do at home? What 
would the character(s) in the picture think of that? 

‘I like the Cezanne [Avenue at 
Chantilly] best. It’s nature 
and it’s calming.’ 

Y6 child, London

‘You can make poetry 
anywhere.’ 

Y6 child, Luton

‘[I liked] the fun and art also 
the friendly joy.’ 

Y5 child, Bristol

‘Use your imagination.’ 

Y6 child, London

‘I recommend for other 
schools to do this.’ 

Y6 child, Bristol
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Having looked in detail at your chosen artwork, these 
activities can provide some ideas for creative responses 
to the artwork, through drawing, writing and performing. 
Depending on the space and time available, they can be 
done in the gallery, and/or used back in the classroom. 

Recording images - drawing
It can be useful for children to begin by making an 
outline pencil sketch of an artwork (or one part of it that 
particularly interests them). The act of producing this 
reinforces the observation work they have done, and the 
work can be used for later drawing and writing.

DIY Labels
Most artworks have official labels, with a range of 
factual information. They usually contain the title (or 
subject) of the piece, the artist and the date. They 
sometimes also include information about the history and 
background to the content of the piece, the artist’s life 
and work and perhaps some technical information about 
the style of the work and the materials used.

 •  Ask the children what information they would like
to read on a label. This might include their own
interpretation of what the artwork shows and means.

 •  Make your own alternative labels. Children might
also include their own views on what they particularly
like (maybe also what they find unappealing); how
to observe an artwork; any messages they feel are
there.

 •  Use your labels as source material for a poem. Take a
label from an artwork – the gallery’s or your own made
up one. Break it up into shorter lines. Add your own
descriptive words and phrases. End with the artwork’s
title. Does that work as a poem? Why/why not?

Portrait role-play 
Based on an activity at Bristol Museum and Art Gallery, 
with children from Sea Mills Primary School, around a 
portrait of William Henry Cavendish-Bentinck, 3rd Duke 
of Portland by Thomas Lawrence bit.ly/2vVojsG

Choose a portrait with a single subject. Working in pairs, 
role-play the artist and the portrait subject. What is each 
hoping to achieve – have a conversation.

Portrait subject: What are the three most important 
things you want viewers to see in your portrait? Eg. 
your wealth, expensive clothes, possessions, symbolic 
items (think of these as a sort of secret code). You might 
also want an impressive setting, your house, land/city, 
workplace or role etc; maybe abstract things like hopes, 
power, charity or generosity.

Artist: How will you show this? Eg. rich detail on clothes, 
perhaps including real gold or silver leaf; stance – how 
would an important person stand? Expression – stern, 
smiling? 

You can run this as a hot-seat activity in front of the 
whole class, with one child as the artist and one as the 
subject, with the rest of the class asking them questions.

Small props and items of costume can be helpful, eg. 
an artist’s palette and brush, and an appropriate item of 
clothing for the subject, such as a cloak, hat etc. 

ACTIVITIES

https://artuk.org/discover/artworks/william-henry-cavendish-bentinck-3rd-duke-of-portland-188728
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Other forms of writing
 •  Write a letter or a postcard from the artwork, or 

one of the characters or animals portrayed in it, to 
someone who might visit – telling them why this would 
be a good idea.

 •  Write an advert for the artwork – how persuasive can 
you be? Why is your chosen artwork so great?

 •  Be a TV reporter and make a news report about the 
artwork. Come up with a headline for it, and report to 
your group/class. If it is a historical event or situation 
you can report as though you were there and it is 
current news.

 •  Write a dialogue between two characters in one 
painting – or two neighbouring artworks. Try writing 
to match the period of each painting. How would it 
sound if they texted instead? 
 

    

Zig-zag mood books (for an 
artwork that conveys feelings, 
jeopardy etc)
Based on an activity at the National Gallery, London, 
with children from Thomas Buxton Primary School,  
around ‘The Enchanted Castle’ by Claude Lorrain        
bit.ly/2UyrOiT 

Give out strips of paper: half of A3 sheets, cut 
lengthways. Help the children to fold them into a zig-zag 
‘concertina’ shape, with 3 folds, creating 4 sections – in 
half, and then each half in half again. (Or have more 
sections/pages if you prefer.)

Discuss what characters in the picture are feeling and 
how you can tell this (eg. expression, posture). Discuss 
what the mood is and how the artist has created this (eg. 
lighting, weather, isolation). Are there any key elements 
that stir emotions? (eg. a castle might put you in mind 
of a quest – how would that make you feel: excited, 
energetic?) 

Decide on four key feelings/emotions in your picture, 
and ask the children to convey those in pencil, one on 
each section of their paper.

Encourage them to think about how they represent those 
emotions. How do you draw anger, would it be a thick 
or thin line? What shape would those lines be, rounded 
or spiky, or something else?

Write the name of the feeling or quality on each section 
and ask the class to discuss what they’ve drawn, in pairs. 
What would the opposite feelings be?

 

Zig-zag mood book – Y6 child responding to ‘The 
Enchanted Castle’

Ask the children to underline key 
phrases – they can use those as the 
basis for a poem later.

TOP TIP

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/claude-the-enchanted-castle
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Free writing
Some children may prefer a more unstructured 
approach, and often free writing can be a way to get 
all the children into a creative state of mind, before 
beginning a more structured activity.

After group questions and discussions ask the class to 
sit in front of an artwork. Give them a key starting word 
or the beginning of a sentence. So if your painting is 
of an interior, your writing could begin: ‘I walk into the 
room…’

Brief the children to capture thoughts as they come 
into their heads, and not analyse, criticise or edit. They 
should feel free to go off at a tangent and just follow 
wherever their pen takes them.

Allow the class to free write for five or ten minutes 
without interruption. 

Some children may be able to use this material to 
produce a poem or piece of narrative in the gallery. 
Others may prefer to use the material as a starting point 
for more considered work back at school.

John Hegley writing a poem (Who’s the man? Paul 
Cezanne) at the National Gallery London, during a visit 
by Thomas Buxton Primary School

Who’s the man? Paul Cezanne.
by John Hegley, written in the National Gallery

Who’s the man? Paul Cezanne.

He likes trees and he likes apples

and also, he’s a fan

of grappling with light and colour,

Monsieur Paul Cezanne.

I go marching through the archway

I am going to meet my gran

with assistance in a distance done

by one called Paul Cezanne.

She’ll make us all an apple flan

herself, myself and someone else,

the painter – Paul Cezanne.

Can I smell something in the painting?

Give me a moment – yes I can.

Is it the cooking of my gran? Non.

Is it blossom? Non? Flowers? Non.

It is the smell of fresh manure? Oui.

Merci. Paul Cezanne.

This poem was inspired by ‘Avenue at Chantilly’ by 
Paul Cezanne bit.ly/2OAyj10, and by the imaginative 
responses of children from Thomas Buxton Primary 
School during a visit to the gallery. It was later developed 
as a class poem, with new material – and using the first 
line as a repeating refrain. 

If children get stuck suggest they 
repeat their last phrase, or perhaps 
the title of the artwork, until they get 
some more ideas; always encourage 
them to ‘just keep writing!’

TOP TIP

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/paul-cezanne-avenue-at-chantilly
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If a gallery visit is not possible, you could create your 
own art gallery experience in school.

This could range from a single poster or whiteboard 
projection in the classroom, to several pictures spread 
across several classrooms, with children moving from 
classroom to classroom. You could even have several 
prints along a corridor, and/or in a larger space like the 
hall, to create your own art gallery.

If you’re able to use a communal space, you could also 
use it to display your class’s artwork at the end of the 
project – alongside the artworks that inspired it – so that 
it’s accessible to the school at large.

Some children might enjoy acting as Gallery Guides, 
researching and presenting one or more pictures (and 
perhaps some of the children’s work) to the rest of the 
class – and other visitors.

Where a gallery visit is possible, we hope that it will 
encourage children to return with parents and carers, 
and make a family visit to the same gallery at some 
point.  A school-based ‘gallery’ could also be made 
accessible to families, perhaps on an open day, at a 
school event, or a parents’ evening. 

All of the activities and approaches discussed in the main 
Gallery section above would work perfectly well in a 
classroom setting, looking at a large poster or an image 
projected on the whiteboard. Some of the gallery-based 
questions and activities above can even be enhanced in 
a school gallery setting because of the additional time 
and resources available.

Many galleries have images they can 
give you online access to. Some larger 
national galleries have an extensive 
selection of their artworks online, often 
with accompanying teachers’ notes 
and suggestions. See the Resources 
section for more information.

TOP TIP

SCHOOL-BASED ‘GALLERY’ 
EXPERIENCE
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Introducing featured artworks
The artwork(s) you have chosen to focus on can be 
revealed on the first day of the project. Alternatively, 
you may like to display images of them for a few days 
beforehand. In which case you could: 

 •  Encourage the children to discuss the image(s) among 
themselves, and reflect on them

 •  Leave slips of paper and invite written questions

 •  Put up your own range of questions (see above 
for some options in the Observing artworks and   
Questions sections)

 •  Offer key vocabulary, and topics for research

Some interactive whiteboards offer a ‘spotlight’ function. 
With this you can consider revealing a single picture 
gradually, rather like an advent calendar – allowing the 
children to speculate and hypothesise on the different 
elements as they emerge and build up. Or simply quarter 
the image and reveal it in four sections.

If you’re using prints you could cut one into smaller 
sections: halves or quarters – or even ‘pizza-slices’ – and 
share the sections out to different groups.

When you’re ready for the children to observe the 
artwork(s) in small groups, or as a class, refer to the 
questions, activities and approaches above, and make 
your preferred selection.

‘Some of them don’t really 
like writing and don’t engage 
with it, so it’s good for them 
to come at it in a completely 
different way.’ 

Teacher, Bradford 

‘I learnt poetry can be 
anything.’ 

Y6 child, London

‘Poetry isn’t boring when you 
make it fun.’ 

Y6 child, Luton
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SCHOOL

If budgets allow, working with an external specialist 
can enhance the experience for the children, build their 
confidence and result in new and interesting approaches 
to writing, drawing and performing. Some also offer 
CPD sessions for staff.

As the Poetry Society says, ‘Inviting a poet into your 
school supports teaching of both reading and writing. It 
is exciting for pupils and teachers and encourages pupils 
to write and to see writing as worthwhile. It also has 
benefits right across the curriculum, particularly in terms 
of planning, drafting and revising work. A visit from a 
poet encourages awareness of styles, imagery, structure 
and audience whilst promoting the sharing of ideas and 
approaches.’

See the Resources section for more details, contacts and 
organisations which can help you book a visit from a 
poet.

WORKING WITH 
A VISITING 
POET, WRITER 
OR ARTIST

Let them know the work you’ve done so far and how 
you’d like them to help supplement it. It may be that they 
can plan activities around the artwork you’ve chosen, 
or can make sure their session draws on the work the 
children have already been doing. 

‘[I liked it] when Dreadlock 
Alien did a rap about hats.’ 

Y6 child, Luton

‘I learnt that you can become 
a poet at any age.’ 

Y6 child, London

‘Today was the best day I had 
in year 6.’ 

Y6 child, Luton
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TEACHER-LED ACTIVITIES 
AND FOLLOW UP WORK
For many of the activities below, it’s helpful to have 
access to reproductions of the artwork(s) you are focusing 
on; either on the whiteboard, a poster pinned up, or 
smaller printouts/postcards.

As with all creative work, reassure the class that all their 
views count. With creative sessions, there’s often no right 
answer, just a range of reactions and emotions from 
an artwork, and sometimes it’s just as important to ask 
interesting questions as to find ‘answers’.

Encourage the children to value all contributions and 
respect all views – and show their appreciation for each 
other’s efforts: it can be nerve-wracking to share work 
or a performance – and it’s not boastful to share poems. 
Enjoy being a poet!

WARM UP ACTIVITIES
Much like warming up before exercise, it can be helpful 
to get children thinking freely before embarking on any 
creative work. 
 

What is it?
Pick an object from your classroom (for example a water 
bottle), and have the class ask you: ‘What is it?’ Answer 
with something that it’s not, and mime using that object. 
For example, putting the water bottle up to your eye and 
saying, ‘It’s a telescope’. 

Pass the object round the class. Each time the class asks 
‘What is it?’ and each child then answers and mimes 
using the object (eg. ‘It’s a canoe paddle’, and they then 
mime paddling a boat) – without repeating an earlier 
suggestion. 

There are no wrong answers – just so long as children 
think of something! As you begin to run out of the 
obvious uses for your object it encourages the class to 
use their imaginations in new ways. 

Freeze frame game – what 
changed? 
Bristol poet Malaika Kegode suggests an observation 
game, focusing on small details

A small group of children pose for ten seconds. Everyone 
else closes their eyes, while the group change two 
things about their positioning. They have to be visible to 
everyone looking – ie. from all angles, and sustainable 
for a while! Don’t make it too easy, but the changes 
shouldn’t be so tiny as to be imperceptible.

When a child spots one of the differences they swap with 
that person, and the group forms a new pose.

Drawn from memory 
To refresh children’s memories about the artwork you’ve 
been focusing on, ask them to draw it from memory. 
Alternatively, show an image for one minute, ask the 
children to look closely, scanning it, then remove or cover 
it before they draw it. 

The children’s drawings will identify the key elements 
they found most memorable.

You could try this exercise again, this time without taking 
the pencil off the paper. 
 

Shapes to animals
Find a detail – a simple shape – within the picture (perhaps 
interestingly geometric, inanimate), draw an outline of it 
and ask the children to find the shape in the picture. 

What might it be if it was an animal? Turn it into 
something else with the addition of a simple detail or two 

For example, in Cezanne’s ‘Avenue in Chantilly’ bit.
ly/2OAyj10, the post in the middle of the foreground 
could be a cat’s head, with the addition of whiskers and 
perhaps some ears; the bench across the path could be a 
crocodile, with the addition of an eye.

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/paul-cezanne-avenue-at-chantilly
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/paul-cezanne-avenue-at-chantilly
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Putting you in the picture – 
three suggestions 

Silhouette

Child’s sketch of ‘The Enchanted Castle’ by Claude 
Lorrain bit.ly/2UyrOiT, with silhouette of friend (Thomas 
Buxton Primary School, London) 

Seat the children in a large circle, facing inwards (you 
may want to use a larger space for this, like the hall). 

Ask them to draw the picture from memory (as per the 
activity above). Now draw themselves into the picture. 
Where will they place themselves? Why? 

If there are other characters in the picture, what would 
they say to them? What might those characters say in 
reply?

Ask everybody to turn to their right, so they are facing 
their neighbour’s back. Add a drawing of them to the 
picture too, from behind, as though they are looking at 
the scene – maybe as a silhouette. Alternatively, work 
in pairs, facing towards each other, and draw a more 
conventional portrait.

Ask the children to give appreciative feedback to each 
other about seeing themselves represented in the picture. 

Filling a gap
Some pictures, even interiors, have noticeable open 
spaces or gaps. Do a sketch of a picture and use your 
imagination to fill the gap. What’s missing? Is it you 
filling the gap? What might you be doing? 

   

John Hegley’s sketch of Codde’s ‘Cavaliers’, with child’s 
addition of themself playing the violin (Sea Mills Primary 
School, Bristol) 
 

‘Dutch Cavaliers and their ladies 
making music’, by Pieter Codde 
bit.ly/372UIdz works well for this 
exercise as there’s a large space to the 
left, with a stool in the background.

TOP TIP

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/claude-the-enchanted-castle
https://artuk.org/discover/artworks/dutch-cavaliers-and-their-ladies-making-music-188351
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Gift-giving
Imagine walking into the picture and meeting a 
character. What words describe them? What mood 
might they be in? How could you help them feel (even) 
better?

If it was their birthday (or they were sad about 
something), what gift might you bring them? Choose 
something that starts with the same letter as your name. 
Eg. Amarjit brings amber, Nik brings noodles, Sam 
brings a salamander.

Alliteration: The repetition of the same sounds at the 
beginning of words, eg. a perfect poem

Share the choices in groups or as a whole class, using a 
call and response pattern:

Class/group: ‘[Name of child], what is your gift?’

Child: ‘[Name of character in picture – make one up if 
necessary!], my name is... I bring you...’

‘Poetry is not just words, it’s 
a whole lot more.’ 

Y5 child, Luton

‘[I learnt] to try it out.’ 

Y6 child, Luton

‘Poetry can be so unique.’ 

Y6 child, Luton
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STARTING WRITING 
As with the warm-ups, it can be good to start writing with 
smaller exercises, before launching into an extended 
piece of writing.

’A poem begins by words in my head starting to do 
acrobatics or having fun or just repeating themselves… It 
can be anything starts a poem, anything at all.’

(Adrian Mitchell)

Building a poem vocabulary
Dreadlock Alien (performance poet Richard Grant) suggests 
gathering lots of words to do with the subject of your 
poem – building a word bank. ‘If you want to build a good 
quality house you need good quality bricks. You might not 
use them all, but you have them at your disposal.’ 

When you have a good collection, ‘Pick out the best 
words for what you’re trying to say, the ones that contain 
the most emotion and power.’

You can simply list words on the board, or children could 
construct a mind map or spidergram. Put the key subject 
word in the middle of a sheet of paper, and surround it 
with related words, or words inspired by the key word. 

You can then move on to adding poetic language to 
some of the words: adjectives (using alliteration if you 
want to), a few metaphors and similes etc. 

Name initials 
Poet John Hegley uses children’s initials as a starting 
point for his idea-generator:

 •  Ask children to write their first name and surname at 
the top of a sheet paper

 •  In two columns underneath, they then list five words, 
beginning with each initial. For example John 
Hegley’s included: Jump, Jam, Jacket potato; and 
Happy, Hospital, Holiday. 
 
 
 
 

 • Children then combine one word from each column with 
a linking phrase (including a verb), to create a series of 
events/actions. Eg. ‘Jacket potatoes go on holiday’

The children can then use these sentences to write (and 
draw) some interestingly quirky warm-up poems. 

 

Acrostic
An acrostic poem uses a word or phrase to generate 
new words or lines to form a poem. 

You could use the key subject word – or any others – 
from the mind map or spidergram mentioned above. You 
could also try the title of an artwork (or part of the title), 
or the word ’Poem’ or ‘Poetry’ etc.

 •  Once you have your chosen word(s), write them vertically 
down the page and use each letter to start a new word. 

 •  The words could make up a sentence or even a story. 

 • Alternatively, you can use each letter of your chosen 
word(s) to initiate a sequence of sentences – which can be 
themed, or separate thoughts, or be related to each other.

Example from John Hegley:

POEM: ‘Donkey Dentist Poem’

Please

Open

Ee-aw

Mouth 

Consider allowing middle names, 
sibling or parent/carer names for 
any Quentins, Xaviers or Zaras!

TOP TIP
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Empathy poems: two approaches 
to generating a character-based 
poem 

Dialogue 
 •  Draw your own version of a picture with several 

characters, from memory. Drawing from memory 
highlights the key elements and brings out the 
meaning for the poet/storyteller

 •  Imagine yourself as each character in the picture. 
What would they want to say? Write a sentence or 
two for each character – then pick the ones you like 
best.

 •  If you think a character would be silent, add what 
they’re thinking or feeling as a thought bubble. Try 
wondering what their day is like, their family or 
friends, what they like and dislike, their situation.

 •  Tear or cut out speech and thought bubble shapes 
and write in your selected sentences. Add them to the 
picture, attached to the relevant character. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sketch of ‘Saint George and the Dragon’ by Uccello    
bit.ly/386kor3, with speech bubbles by a pupil at 
Thomas Buxton Primary School, London

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Draft dialogue poem by a pupil at Thomas Buxton 
Primary School, London

 •  Shape the dialogue material into a poem. What else 
would you add? 

 •  Is there a key phrase that could be used as a refrain 
(repeating phrase)?

An alternative approach is to number the characters 
in the picture and write a dialogue between them on a 
separate sheet. This could be used to generate a play 
script as well as a dialogue poem.

This exercise could also work 
with a landscape or still life, 
if elements are personified.

TOP TIP

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/paolo-uccello-saint-george-and-the-dragon
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Tableau
A ‘tableau vivant’ is a ‘living picture’. In this activity, 
children embody the characters in a painting, aiming to 
capture their thoughts and feelings. You might prefer to 
use a larger space like the school hall for this activity, 
although it’s feasible in some classrooms.

Choose a picture with a small number of characters, 
and divide the children into groups of the same number. 
Agree who will be each character. 

 •  Ask them to walk or move around in their groups, 
getting into character. As you count down from 10, 
ask them to pose in their groups – and freeze as you 
reach zero, to make a tableau of their scene.

 •  Ask them to think about their character – how do they 
feel about their situation?

 •  You could then ask them to interact as their 
characters, improvising what happens next.

 •  Encourage them to remember the emotions, and 
discover what the character is feeling. 

 •  Write down some of the strongest feelings and most 
interesting thoughts. Use these as the basis for a 
poem.

Alternatively: 

 •  Divide the children into actors and directors (in small 
groups) and match the original picture as closely as 
possible, getting inside the bodies – and minds – of 
the characters. 

 •  Ask the actors to emulate the positions, postures and 
expressions of the characters in the chosen painting. 

 •  The directors then ask the actors to adjust the poses 
and expressions, until they’re satisfied the match is as 
close as possible to the picture.

 •  Ask the actors to share how they felt – body, mind 
and emotions. The actors should have increased their 
empathy for the characters by embodying them. 

 •  Ask the directors what they noticed. The directors 
are likely to have observed much finer detail, and 
enhanced empathy.

 •  Use the insights gained from this process to write a 
poem. 
 

‘You can improvise when you 
do poetry.’ 

Y6 child, Luton

‘Poems can be so creative, it 
can be anything.’ 

Y6 child, Luton

‘Anyone can do poetry if  
they try.’ 

Y6 child, Luton
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Call and response poem 
This is a helpful repetition device to give a memorable 
structure to a poem – and (once decided on) also ensures 
part of each line (or verse) is already written! 

It can also be a useful way to encourage a group or 
audience to join in with a poem. They soon pick up the 
repeating phrase or sentence, and this adds a dynamism 
to the performance of a poem. Most commonly the 
repeated words will be at the beginning and/or ends of 
a verse, chorus or refrain.

Many schools have a number of home languages 
amongst their children, and these can be incorporated 
into poems, particularly those with repeated lines or 
refrains, where it’s interesting to hear what the same 
words are in different languages.

Individual children can also be encouraged to try a 
bilingual poem – alternating English with a translation 
into their home language, or the other way around. 

John Hegley workshop exercise at Thomas Buxton 
Primary School, London based on ‘Avenue at Chantilly’ 
by Cezanne bit.ly/2OAyj10

Adding phrases in children’s 
home languages
 •  Use a key feature in the chosen picture to generate a

phrase. For example: ‘When we sit on the bench...’;
‘When the sun shines...’; ‘When the dragon roars...’;
‘When the boat sails...’; When the prisoner sells
toys...’; ‘When the long green arm waves...’ etc.

 • Use the repeating phrase to introduce a sentence from
each child – their response to the painting, or (if you
did the Name Initials exercise above) they could pick
one of the five sentences they put together based on
their initials. Eg. ‘When the long green arm waves...
the jacket potatoes go on holiday’.

 •  The poem develops as a whole-class refrain, followed
by an individual child’s response – work around the
class until everyone has had a turn.

 •  Ask every child to write the repeating phrase,
followed by their own phrase, on a postcard or sticky-
note.

 •  Assemble these on a notice board to make a poem
with as many verses as there are children. The order
could be random, or you could suggest arranging
them in alphabetical order, or based on the final
words of each verse – which should match the initial
of their surnames.

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/paul-cezanne-avenue-at-chantilly
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Using published poems
Starting a poem with a verse (or a few lines) from an 
existing poem can be a good way to get started, and 
provide a pattern to emulate.

Poet John Hegley sometimes uses the first verse of 
Adrian Mitchell’s poem ‘Yes’ as a template. It’s useful for 
including inanimate things as well as human aspects, 
and has a simple rhyme scheme of ABCB, so only two 
rhyming words are needed for each verse (or the rhyme 
scheme can be ignored). The third line always starts 
‘When...’

A smile says: yes

The heart says: blood

When the rain says: drink

The Earth says: mud

(Adrian Mitchell)

A basket says: carry

A hat says: hide

When the soldier says: get back in your prison cell

The prisoners say: pride

(Teachers from Bushmead Primary School, Luton, at CPD 
workshop session; responding to ‘French Plait Merchants 
Trading with French Prisoners of War’ by Arthur Claude 
Cooke bit.ly/376ijdt)

 

The tree says: lofty

The grass says: short

When the bench says: creak

The sunlight says: caught

(Children from Thomas Buxton Primary School, London, 
responding to ‘Avenue at Chantilly’ by Paul Cezanne  
bit.ly/2OAyj10)

The poem can also be performed ‘call and response’ 
style, with half the class saying the line up to the colon, 
and the other half responding with the rest of the line. 

https://artuk.org/discover/artworks/french-plait-merchants-trading-with-french-prisoners-of-war-at-norman-cross-or-yaxley-camp-cambridgeshire-18061815-48439/view_as/grid/search/keyword:arthur-claude-cooke/page/1
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/paul-cezanne-avenue-at-chantilly
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DRAFTING AND EDITING 
To hone and refine any of the work produced by the 
children, it can help to guide them through the following 
process.

 •  Read it through to yourself. What do you notice? Are 
you happy with it?

 •  Read the poem through again, this time looking for 
patterns. Do you notice any that you can build on?

 •  Read it aloud a couple of times. Does the poem flow 
nicely? Does it have a rhythm that works for it?

 •  Look at the writing itself. Think about what would be 
EBI (even better if)... 

 ›  Is there anything more you could add?   
Perhaps a describing word, alliteration, colour;  
 maybe an extra syllable to help the rhythm.

 ›  Do we know what the narrator or   
characters are feeling (if you have any)? See if  
 you can capture their emotions. 

 ›  Consider using more senses – what   
might you hear, feel, smell, taste?

 ›  Are there any sections, or lines you are   
not quite happy with? How could you improve  
 them?

 ›  Maybe try changing the order of some   
of the words, or lines – or verses, if you have  
them. Do they work better that way?

 •  Read it again – are there gaps that you still need to 
fill? 

When you think you have finished, leave the poem and 
come back to it in a few days with a fresh eye, before 
writing another draft. It’s said that ‘A poem is never 
finished, just abandoned’!

Ending poems
Think about how to complete a poem – endings are as 
important and powerful as beginnings.  Aim to leave 
your reader or audience with something impactful and 
memorable.

Modelling editing
Editing is a process that can be very unfamiliar to 
children as the books they are presented with are the 
finished article, therefore they never get to see a work in 
progress. This can often lead to the idea that the books 
and poems they enjoy are written in one sitting, and if 
you can’t produce a masterpiece at your first effort, then 
you’ll never be able to.

A helpful way to counter that is to model the editing 
process for the children, by taking part in all of the 
writing activities you ask them to complete. You can 
then model it for them by showing them how your draft 
has developed. Eg. why did you delete that word, what 
made you swap those two lines around? Some of the 
rejected material may be useful for other pieces!

If some of the children have produced a piece of writing 
they’re pleased with, can they show the rest of the group 
how it developed from their original idea?

Demonstrating the editing process can be an important 
part of demystifying creative writing, and building 
confidence in young writers. 

Repeating a title can be a good thing 
to do if you’re stuck for a last line. If 
you’re writing about an artwork you 
could finish your poem with its title.

TOP TIP
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RHYMING POEMS 
Whilst poetry doesn’t have to rhyme, primary school 
children often enjoy producing rhyming poems. John 
Hegley and some of the other poets involved in this 
project suggest finding rhyming words first – and offer 
some effective and enjoyable ideas for doing this.

WARM UP

Rhyme Wars
Bristol Poet Malaika Kegode suggests playing Rhyme 
Wars

 •  Divide the class into an even number of smaller
groups/teams. Choose a root word for each pair of
teams (make it easy to rhyme with!).

 •  Each group spends a few minutes finding and writing
down as many rhymes for their root word as possible,
building a rhyming word bank. Add some guidance
if needed: teams can’t use the root word itself; decide
if half-rhymes are acceptable.

 •  Two teams come to the front to present their rhyming
words, alternating turns. This is also about listening
skills, so they need to choose one person per group
to cross off any of their words that have already been
used – you lose points for duplication and it can be
a challenge to keep up! If they take more than 10
seconds they also lose a point.

 • Each team starts with five points or tallies (write them
down as IIIII and cross them off as they’re lost).

 •  Continue until one team has run out of words, or lost
all their tallies.

 •  Repeat with another pair of teams and their root
word.

 •  For a more confident group, you could have a rhyme
wars ‘face-off’ between two individual children, using
the same process. Each child is allowed the support
of a partner – someone to help them with their word
bank, and whisper ideas in their ear!

FINDING RHYMES FOR A POEM

Alphabetical approach
Bradford poet Nick Toczek suggests using the alphabet.

Activity based on ‘The Heart of the West Riding’ by 
Bertram Preistman bit.ly/2vbcTR5

 •  Write the alphabet in a list down the side of the
board/your page.

 •  Choose a key word connected to the artwork you
want to write about, eg. ‘smoke’ or ‘mill’. Work
your way through the alphabet, trying each letter
against the rhyming part of the key word – many of
the combinations won’t make sense, but jot down the
ones that do.

 • Imagine yourself as a character in your chosen
picture, and at that time. Use your key word and
rhymes to write a short poem or rap.

Consider using the ‘non-sense’ words 
to make up new words, particularly 
where they are evocative – or funny. 
Use them in a poem – see some of the 
many examples by Lewis Carroll.

TOP TIP

https://www.artuk.org/discover/artworks/the-heart-of-the-west-riding-23274
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Rhyme Ladder
Dreadlock Alien suggests creating a rhyme/couplet grid

 •  Create a grid by drawing two columns – a wide one 
on the left (for sentences), and a narrower one on the 
right (for single rhyming words)

 •  Come up with pairs of rhyming words in the right-
hand column 

 •  Use each pair of rhyming words to produce a pair of 
rhyming lines (couplet) in your left-hand column

 •  Allow some QWT – Quiet Writing Time

 •  Think time – give time to make any additions/
improvements (eg. consider adding some adjectives)

The process works equally well for individual writing, 
pairs or small groups.

You can see a tutorial video for this activity at:            
bit.ly/38fJDrf  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rhyme ladder by a pupil at Bushmead Primary School, 
Luton, based on ‘French Plait Merchants Trading with 
French Prisoners of War’ by Arthur Claude Cooke       
bit.ly/376ijdt

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6RLiCsWfoI
https://artuk.org/discover/artworks/french-plait-merchants-trading-with-french-prisoners-of-war-at-norman-cross-or-yaxley-camp-cambridgeshire-18061815-48439/view_as/grid/search/keyword:arthur-claude-cooke/page/1
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PERFORMANCE 
Performing poems brings them alive and is a very 
dynamic way of communicating them – it adds another 
dimension. It also integrates mind and body, and adds in 
the sense of ‘kinaesthesis’ – knowing where every part of 
your body is in three-dimensional space.

If you’re writing for the stage rather than the page you’re 
asking people to absorb the poem with two senses 
instead of one – to use their ears as well as their eyes. 

This can also be an opportunity to add music – John 
Hegley likes to blur the line between poems and songs 
– or ‘pongs’ as he sometimes calls them! Interaction with 
the audience is a key aspect of his performances and 
workshops, often through sung refrains or choruses, and 
sometimes including accompanying actions.

John Hegley workshop session at Thomas Buxton Primary 
School London  

                                                                                                              

‘You can sing poems.’ 

Y6 child, London

‘[I liked] writing the poems 
and saying it to the class.’

Y6 child, Bristol

‘[My favourites were] 
Dreadlock Alien’s poems and 
John’s songs.’

Y6 child, Luton

Bringing a poem alive
Ask the children to try adding some actions and 
gestures to their poems. These could simply reinforce the 
rhythm (clicking or clapping the beat), or enhance the 
characterisation, mood, events etc with mime-like actions.

Encourage the children to ‘write the performance’, 
adding notes (or symbols) to show emphasis, pauses etc.

Learning by heart
If possible, encourage the children to learn the whole 
piece by heart, so they can give a better performance, 
making eye-contact with the audience, and avoiding 
shuffling papers. 

If some children find this tricky, another option is to make 
a strong start by learning just the first two lines, then read 
the rest.  
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Group performance
It’s often easier to perform in a group, dividing the lines 
between the members. Or some children may prefer to 
play a background or accompanying role, joining in 
with any refrains, adding moves and gestures etc – or 
even beatboxing (see below). Children can either write a 
poem together to perform, or choose a poem written by 
one member of the group to perform together.

It’s crucial to rehearse – to be clear who is doing what 
and to practice your performance. It can be helpful if one 
member of the group does the organising and writes up 
a running order. 

Adding a soundscape or 
accompaniment
You may like to suggest adding percussion and/or vocal 
effects, to create an accompanying soundscape – either 
to emphasise key moments in a poem, or to accompany 
it throughout.

Simple body percussion (eg. finger clicking, clapping, 
foot stamping) can be very effective, and most schools 
have a collection of simple percussion instruments. Or you 
can make your own junk percussion – including yoghurt 
pots partially filled with beans, lentils or rice for shakers, 
cardboard boxes or other containers and surfaces for 
‘drums’, played by hand or using a beater or stick.

Beatboxing (vocal percussion and sound effects) is 
appealing and may engage children who would 
otherwise lack interest, enthusiasm or confidence for 
poetry or performance. (Using a microphone is not 
essential, but will enhance the effects.)

 •  Use plosive sounds: p, t, k (unvoiced); b, d, g (voiced)

 •  Sibilant sounds: s, z, sh and soft g (as in genre)

 •  There are several beginner phrases that will help
children get going – try ‘boots and cats’ and ‘born to
be clever’.

 •  You can also try making up your own plosive and
sibilant rhythmic sentences, perhaps based on the
title of a painting (eg. ‘Mackerel Shawl’, ‘Avenue in
Chantilly’, ‘Enchanted Castle’, ‘St George and the
Dragon’) – even non-plosive/sibilant syllables can
provide a good rhythm. (Try whispering them, too.)

You can see Dreadlock Alien on performance poetry 
(including beatboxing) in this KS3 ‘Ignite English’ video  
bit.ly/2So6QR1.

Make up actions to match the words 
or characters. This could include key 
moods, or typical movements eg. 
roaring/claws for a rampant lion or 
dragon, rippling hands for flowing 
water, putting on an imaginary crown 
for a king or queen; or could be more 
general or abstract – or ‘street’. 

TOP TIP

If memorising the first two lines only, 
suggest the children put their thumb 
on the third line so they don’t get lost 
when they switch back to reading the 
rest of the poem.

TOP TIP

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvpu-aKIj3A
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Rehearsal Process
Suggestions from Dreadlock Alien workshop at 
Bushmead Primary School, Luton

 •  Just run the words first – and let the first time through 
be the worst performance ever! Get everyone to say 
all the lines at the same time; get all the bad habits 
out, mumbling etc. Try using voices in different ways 
– eg. whispering, in a strange accent, in their poshest 
voice, or like a TV newsreader.

 •  Think about how to stand up in front of the class. Are 
you in a line, or grouped around the stage? Practice 
different poses, eg. two people back to back.

 •  What’s the ‘wow factor’? If you were scoring the 
group from 1 – 5 and they’re a middling 3, how 
could you get from a 3 to a 5?

 •  If you’re stuck for ideas try thinking of album covers, 
how do they attract our attention?

 •  Try some supporting/emphasising actions and hand 
gestures (maybe also include some BSL, or Makaton). 

 •  Make a point of looking the audience in the eye at 
the end.

 •  Have a final rehearsal 

Rehearsal feedback
Offer feedback within the groups: use the classic WWW 
(what went well) and EBI (even better if...).

Areas to consider include: 

 •  Pace and timing, did it have a good flow with no 
unintended gaps?

 •  Was it audible? (Confidence, projection, diction, 
volume etc.) 

 •  Not looking at words on the paper all the time.

 •  Actions, gestures, attitude, stance/poses. 

 •  Did any emotion come across? 

 •  Did they make good eye contact with the audience? 

 •  Did they collaborate well? 
 
 
 
 
 

Warm-up for performance
Ask the children to take one deep breath, hold it (count 
3, 2, 1), breathe out; repeat twice more.

You can also ask the children to voice/sing their 
breathing – start them on one long note, and then ask 
them to follow your hand, changing their pitch up and 
down as you move your arm.

Performance
Encourage the children to stand up and ‘feel the space’; 
and to take the time for their group to arrange themselves 
in their poses. 

If the children’s performing voices 
are too quiet, suggest they try saying 
’I am going to be LOUD’– repeating 
the phrase and increasing the volume 
until everyone can hear clearly. Then 
ask them to perform their poem at that 
same volume. 

TOP TIP

Help the performers start together by 
cueing them in with a countdown from 
five, also counting down on fingers 
– have a silent 3, 2, 1, fingers only, 
particularly if you’re recording or 
filming them. 

TOP TIP
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Audience
Remind the children to give the performers their full 
attention, be respectful, be supportive – but also 
show their appreciation: ‘big them up’, they’re doing 
something really brave! Thank them afterwards with 
applause. 

A performance can be a great opportunity to validate the 
children’s efforts, and to share their work with a wider 
audience. This could be within their class, in a two-class 
swap – or you could consider showcasing the children’s 
work in a whole-school assembly. 

If you have been working with a professional poet 
and workshop leader usually they will be happy to be 
involved, or even lead the performances.

Literacy Legacy - sharing 
the poems, drawings and 
performances afterwards
Show the children their work is valued by making a 
display. If you have made a school ‘gallery’ the work 
can be added to that.  You may also be able to display 
photos of the poetry workshop with a visiting poet (if 
you had one), performances, and perhaps some of the 
processes that went into the work. You could consider 
making a video if this is feasible.

It would also be good to make an anthology of some or 
all of the children’s poems and drawings. Perhaps post it 
on the school website, and add a hard copy to the class 
and/or school library.

We hope the wealth of ideas and examples brought 
together in this pack will provide a usefully extensive 
and enjoyable resource for you to select from, and will 
successfully support you in engaging your children.

We also hope it will inspire and extend the children’s 
work, introduce them to some of their rich cultural 
heritage, and guide them in the creation of their own 
works of art: drawn, written and performed.

‘I liked it. I want to do it 
again.’ 

Y6 child, London

‘Before I wasn’t sure about 
poetry, now I like it.’ 

Y6 child, Luton

‘It was a really amazing 
experience.’ 

Y5 child, Luton
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RESOURCES 
ART GALLERIES AND 
MUSEUMS
National Gallery London
Education resources:
nationalgallery.org.uk/learning/teachers-and-schools

Extensive range of images of paintings, with useful 
notes and suggestions: nationalgallery.org.uk/learning/
teachers-and-schools/teachers-notes – see Primary 
Teachers’ Notes section

Manchester Art Gallery 
Learning resources for schools and colleges: 
manchesterartgallery.org/learn/schools-and-colleges/
resources-2 

Useful unit on creative writing through art, (aimed at Y9, 
but much of it transferable to KS2): manchesterartgallery.
org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Teachersnote.pdf 

National Museum, Cardiff
Extensive learning resources, including downloadable 
PDF: ‘Art learning resource, historic art collections’ 
museum.wales/cardiff/learning 

ARTWORKS 
Below are links to the artworks featured in gallery visits 
and school workshops, and which were used to deliver 
the activities in this pack.

London, National Gallery
 •  Paul Cezanne, Avenue at Chantilly bit.ly/2OAyj10

 •  Claude Lorrain, Seaport with the Embarkation of the
Queen of Sheba bit.ly/2OCf1It

 •  Claude Lorrain, The Enchanted Castle (Cupid and
Psyche) bit.ly/2UyrOiT

 •  Paolo Uccello, Saint George and the Dragon bit.
ly/386kor3 with detailed teachers’ notes available
at: bit.ly/2uqOSFF (pdf)

Luton, Wardown House
 •  Arthur Claude Cooke, French Plait Merchants Trading

with French Prisoners of War bit.ly/376ijdt

Bradford, Cartwright Hall 
 •  L.S. Lowry, Industrial Landscape, Ashton Under Lyne

bit.ly/2w0TKlv

 •  Charles Joseph Staniland, The Emigrant Ship
bit.ly/39jy02z

 •  Bertram Preistman, The Heart of the West Riding
bit.ly/2vbcTR5

 •  Arpana Caur, The Embroiderer bit.ly/2GZ9bg2

Bristol, Bristol Museum and Art 
Gallery
 •  Algernon Talmage, The Mackerel Shawl

bit.ly/2SpvP6L

 •  Pieter Codde, Dutch Cavaliers and Their Ladies
Making Music bit.ly/372UIdz

 •  Thomas Lawrence, Portrait of William Henry
Cavendish-Bentinck, 3rd Duke of Portland
bit.ly/2vVojsG

POETRY
 •  ’Rhyme Ladder’ tutorial from Memorhyme

bit.ly/38fJDrf

 •  Adrian Mitchell on poetry bit.ly/2ui1nn5

 •  Poetry Society education resources for schools
poetrysociety.org.uk/education

 •  The Children’s Poetry Archive
childrens.poetryarchive.org

nationalgallery.org.uk/learning/teachers-and-schools
nationalgallery.org.uk/learning/teachers-and-schools/teachers-notes
nationalgallery.org.uk/learning/teachers-and-schools/teachers-notes
https://manchesterartgallery.org/learn/schools-and-colleges/resources-2/
https://manchesterartgallery.org/learn/schools-and-colleges/resources-2/
https://manchesterartgallery.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Teachersnote.pdf
https://manchesterartgallery.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Teachersnote.pdf
https://museum.wales/cardiff/learning/
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/paul-cezanne-avenue-at-chantilly
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/claude-seaport-with-the-embarkation-of-the-queen-of-sheba
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/claude-the-enchanted-castle
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/paolo-uccello-saint-george-and-the-dragon
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/paolo-uccello-saint-george-and-the-dragon
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/media/13683/notes_uccello-st-george-dragon.pdf
https://artuk.org/discover/artworks/french-plait-merchants-trading-with-french-prisoners-of-war-at-norman-cross-or-yaxley-camp-cambridgeshire-18061815-48439/view_as/grid/search/keyword:arthur-claude-cooke/page/1
https://www.artuk.org/discover/artworks/industrial-landscape-ashton-under-lyne-23204
https://artuk.org/discover/artworks/the-emigrant-ship-23060
https://www.artuk.org/discover/artworks/the-heart-of-the-west-riding-23274
https://www.bridgemanimages.co.uk/en/asset/1128098/
https://artuk.org/discover/artworks/the-mackerel-shawl-189174
https://artuk.org/discover/artworks/dutch-cavaliers-and-their-ladies-making-music-188351
https://artuk.org/discover/artworks/william-henry-cavendish-bentinck-3rd-duke-of-portland-188728
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6RLiCsWfoI
https://poetryarchive.org/interviews/interview-adrian-mitchell/
https://poetrysociety.org.uk/education/
https://childrens.poetryarchive.org/
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 •  The Centre for Literacy in Primary Education        
clpe.org.uk/poetryline

 •  Apples and Snakes applesandsnakes.org/education 

 •  Ekphrasis (Definition and examples) bit.ly/31zgkgx 
and bit.ly/39bClo8 (including a link to U.A. 
Fanthorpe’s poem ‘My Best Side’, about Uccello’s ‘St 
George and the Dragon’)

PERFORMANCE
John Hegley
 •  Poems for schoolchildren bit.ly/2S78sjq (CLPE)

 •  Short interviews with John Hegley bit.ly/3biwQ9h 
(CLPE)

 •  BBC Schools TV interview and performance (1990) 
bit.ly/2OBmnvU 

 •  Excerpt of a performance at Northampton Arts Centre 
(1990) bit.ly/2OxLAHG (includes haiku and acrostic 
poem)

There are numerous clips of John Hegley on YouTube 
– although please note most are aimed at an adult 
audience.

Other Performance resources
 • Dreadlock Alien presentation featuring tips on 

performance poetry, beatboxing and freestyling       
bit.ly/2So6QR1 (aimed at KS3, but adaptable to KS2) 

 •  Poetry Society resources on running a poetry slam  
bit.ly/39bGJDC 

 •  BBC teaching resources on writing and performance 
poetry bbc.in/3boNcxh

BOOKING A VISITING POET
 •  Book Trust advice on how to book an author/poet  

bit.ly/2Ux21Yo 

 •  The Poetry Society                                
poetrysociety.org.uk/education/poets-in-schools

 •  Apples and Snakes                           
applesandsnakes.org/book-a-poet

 •  John Hegley’s word wild web site johnhegley.co.uk

BOOKS
John Hegley has published many collections of poetry, 
and some stories. Those particularly suitable for children 
include:

 •  My Dog is a Carrot (Walker Books, 2007)

 •  The Adventures of Monsieur Robinet (story, includes 
French; Donut Press, 2010)

 • Stanley’s Stick (picture book; Hachette Children’s 
Group, 2012) 

 • New and Selected Potatoes (Bloodaxe Books, 2013)

 •  I am a Poetato (Frances Lincoln Children’s Books, 
2015)

https://clpe.org.uk/poetryline
https://applesandsnakes.org/education/
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/learn/glossary-terms/ekphrasis
https://www.thoughtco.com/ekphrastic-poetry-definition-examples-4174699
https://clpe.org.uk/poetryline/poets/hegley-john
https://clpe.org.uk/poetryline/interviews/hegley-john
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRE1SPSN9lU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4TeQcqJGUE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvpu-aKIj3A
https://poetrysociety.org.uk/competitions/slambassadors-uk/teachers-toolkit-tips-for-running-slam-poetry-sessions/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/live-lessons/writing-and-performance-poetry-live-lessons-extra-teaching-resources/zjyhcqt/
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/tips-and-advice/reading-in-schools/how-to-arrange-an-author-visit/
https://poetrysociety.org.uk/education/poets-in-schools
https://applesandsnakes.org/book-a-poet/
https://johnhegley.co.uk/
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THE PROJECT 
About the Project
Putting You in the Picture is a poetry and visual art 
engagement project working in primary schools in 
Bradford, Bristol, London and Luton, devised by poet 
John Hegley.

Two classes from each participating school visited their 
local gallery or museum to see a range of paintings 
from its permanent collection, assisted by their gallery 
educators. Back in school, children worked with John 
alongside a local poet to imagine themselves as part of 
the paintings they had seen. Children explored imagined 
stories behind each work of art, going on to create new 
poems and drawings. The work led to individual and 
group performances, performed to other classes and in 
whole-school assemblies.

The galleries, museums, schools and poets taking part were:

London: The National Gallery and Thomas Buxton 
Primary School, with Francesca Beard

Luton: Wardown House and Bushmead Primary School, 
with Richard Grant aka Dreadlock Alien 

Bradford: Cartwright Hall and Westbourne Primary 
School, with Nick Toczek

Bristol: Bristol Museum & Art Gallery and Sea Mills 
Primary School, with Malaika Kegode

Putting You in the Picture was devised by John Hegley

Project Producers are Tom MacAndrew & Chloe  
Todd Fordham

Teaching resources written by Clare Elstow

Design by Signeldesign.co.uk 

Teaching resource supported and hosted by Apples and 
Snakes

The project in three words

by Y5 and Y6 children in London, Luton, Bradford and Bristol schools

creative

relaxed

fun

interested

excited

inspired

surprised

happy

I liked it

intriguing

calm

catchy

surprised 

happy

curious

encouraged

proud

I want to do it

satisfying

peaceful

enjoyable

intrigued

creative

fresh

understanding

joyful

again

https://www.signeldesign.co.uk/
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THANKS 
Putting you in the Picture has been possible thanks to 
support from Arts Council England. Many thanks go 
to our participating museums, galleries and gallery 
educators; schools and teaching staff; and project poets. 

Feedback on this resource, your experiences using it, 
and any suggestions are always welcome. Please contact 
Tom MacAndrew at: tommacandrew.com/contact 

https://tommacandrew.com/contact



